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 A CA* BOOK REVIEW CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY Vol. 14, No. 4, October 1973 Copyright 1973 by The Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research

 Fortschritt ins Nichts

 by Andreas Lommel

 With the agreement of author and publisher, Fortschritt ins Nichts, by Andreas
 Lommel (Zurich: Atlantis, 1969), was sent for review, along with copies of the
 precis printed below, to 20 scholars, of whom the following responded: H. J. M.
 Claessen, John Friedl, Stephen Fuchs, Jan Jelinek, V. R. Kabo, Vittorio Maconi,
 Frederick Rose, T. G. H. Strehlow, and Roy Wagner. Their reviews appear
 below and are followed by a reply from the author.

 Author's Precis

 Fortschritt ins Nichts (Progress to No-
 where) is the record of a return visit, in
 1955-after an interval of 17 years-to
 the Unambal of northwestern Aus-
 tralia. The first fieldwork, part of a
 study undertaken by the Frobenius
 Institute, Frankfurt/Main, in 1938,
 had focused on rock paintings and
 their mythological context (see Lom-
 mel 1952). The second visit was de-
 voted to the copying of further rock
 paintings (later exhibited in the Staat-
 liches Museum fur Volkerkunde in
 Munich and published in the exhibi-
 tion catalogue Die Kunst des funften
 Erdteils) and to the gathering of fur-
 ther data on art, theater, and mytholo-

 gy.
 In 1955, we could verify much of

 the previous account. We got some
 more information about rock paint-
 ings and their mythological context (p.
 100). Besides, we got information
 about beliefs responsible for customs

 like the subincision and weapons like
 the boomerang (pp. 114, 136). We also
 had the opportunity to see more abo-
 riginal theater and art (p. 157). In this
 primitive society, art has a place which
 it seems to be unable to fill in the
 modern world. We concentrated on
 this special form of spiritual life, which
 seems to have survived only here (p.
 135) and must have been typical for
 very old primitive societies, and which
 is a special state of creativity respon-
 sible also for the Ice Age rock paint-
 ings in southern France. There is no
 hope that this special spiritual state
 and this artistic creativity can be pre-
 served in our time.

 This is an account not of develop-
 ment, but of deterioration and degen-
 eration. Development as far as educa-
 tion, integration, and welfare are con-
 cerned can certainly be observed, but
 it is being paid for with loss of the
 traditional culture and injury to men-
 tal health. For so-called primitive peo-
 ple, material progress and integration
 into modern ways of life are the end of

 everything except physical existence.
 It is difficult to explain this to a world
 that believes only in material progress;
 but it is all too apparent among these
 people, for whom the spiritual world
 still, for the moment, exists. Decent
 living standards are not enough. Every
 civilization needs spiritual standards,
 too; and as traditions crumble, no new
 spiritual standards are visible any-
 where. The future of mankind de-
 pends upon integrating the masses of
 the Third World into modern indus-
 trialized society. If this society has no
 spiritual standards, what do accultura-
 tion, development, social justice really
 mean? What can be the result, other
 than a vast proletariat without form
 and style, without balance of mind,
 people driven not by material want but
 by deep-rooted inferiority feelings,
 people who cannot find their place in
 this world because they are uprooted
 and unstable, people capable of fight-
 ing for their rights but not of living
 with them?

 My experience with these Aborigi-
 nes of Australia makes me doubtful
 about the idea of "progress"-the
 leading idea of the modern world
 since the French Revolution. Perhaps
 it is time for us to abandon this un-
 founded optimism and try to face
 harsh, bleak reality: Some, indeed
 most, of the real, urgent problems of
 this world cannot be solved. They will
 develop according to their inherent
 logic. To solve them is no longer in the
 realm of human possibilities.

 Reviews

 by H. J. M. CLAESSEN
 Wassenaar, The Netherlands. 24 ix 72

 Fortschritt ins Nichts is a fascinating
 book. Lommel tries to give the reader
 some hindsight on the culture of the
 Australian Aborigines. He presents his
 data in a somewhat impressionistic
 way, but though his account is not

 systematic the picture of the Aborigi-
 nes and their culture is rather clear
 in the end.

 To get an understanding of their
 world of thought, Lommel analyzes the
 influence of myth and dream. The way
 of thinking of the poet/medicine-man
 receives special attention. Lommel
 shows how this man held the group
 together and solved the psychological
 problems of Stone Age man. In his

 view, the Aborigines are repre-
 sentatives of Stone Age peoples. Per-
 haps in some ways they are. They differ
 from us, for instance, in their way of
 thinking, which Lommel shows to in-
 tertwine past and present, dream and
 reality, in one coherent system. There
 is, however, a great difference between
 Lommel's presentation and that of
 Levy-Bruhl (1921, 1935), who also
 concluded that primitive man had a
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 different way of thinking. The Ab-
 origines, as pictured by Lommel, are
 not caricatures, but human beings-
 though sometimes not easy to under-
 stand.

 The main part of his book concerns
 the deterioration and degeneration of
 culture and man. This part of his
 description is very impressive. In many
 respects, his sad story is comparable
 with the extermination of the Tasman-
 ians more than a century ago (cf.
 Plomley 1966). It seems impossible to
 stop this process. Though missionaries
 and government agents try hard to
 help the Aborigines, their efforts are
 not successful. In analyzing this failure,
 Lommel suggests that the Western
 world is unable to offer the Aborigines
 a new world view or new ideals. The
 loss of their traditional values obviously
 cannot be compensated by education,
 medical care, or improved standard of
 living.

 At the end of his book, Lommel
 extends this view to the Third World
 as a whole and predicts "a vast prole-
 tariat without form and style"-and
 without a future. Some authors,
 however, believe that only a Third
 World proletariat has a chance to
 create new ideals, a new way of living.
 For instance, Wertheim (1971), in his
 discussion of emancipation, evolution,
 and revolution, points to the example
 of Communist China, where in his
 opinion a new society with new ideals
 and a new world view is growing. This
 could be an answer to the problem
 Lommel poses. Besides, feelings of
 unrest and discomfort are growing in
 our own culture. Flower power, the
 Jesus movement, campus riots-to
 mention but a few-can be interpreted
 as symptoms of a struggle for new
 ideals. Lommel's book is a warning.
 Let us take it to heart.

 by JOHN FRIEDL
 Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A. 29 xi 72

 There are two clearly distinguishable
 themes in Lommel's book, themes
 which at times seem to fit together
 rather nicely and at other times are
 in definite contrast. For the most part
 he presents us with a view of the "noble
 savage," whose traditional way of life
 contains an inner beauty and harmony
 that no Western society could every
 hope to achieve. Yet occasionally we
 see glimpses of another point of view,
 concentrating on the "primitive" and
 uncivilized aspect of their life. We see
 this particularly in the context of mod-
 ernization, and indeed it is the au-
 thor's contention that this is a result
 of contact with Western culture. But
 still, one comes away from reading
 Lommel's book with the impression

 that perhaps he is hiding his true
 feelings about their way of life and
 that occasionally they come through
 in spite of this.

 The author spends most of the book
 recounting the magical and religious
 practices and world view of the native
 Australians who are the subject of his
 study. Only occasionally does he con-
 cern himself with an analysis of the
 processes involved in the breakdown
 of a traditional cultural system. His
 discussion of the changes in the Ab-
 origines' world view in the face of
 contact with white man's culture is
 quite revealing, and the changes are
 thoroughly described within a some-
 what narrow framework, namely reli-
 gious ritual and artistic portrayal of
 myth. It is unfortunate that he does
 not elaborate upon this point with
 regard to the integration of other ele-
 ments of their culture into the super-
 imposed tradition. Most important,
 perhaps, is the lack of a practical per-
 spective concerning the realities of cul-
 tural change. Western influences can-
 not be avoided or even postponed. To
 lament their introduction and spread
 is commendable and, in view of the
 author's descriptions, perfectly under-
 standable. But however much we as
 Westerners may regret the secondary
 effects of our expansion, as social sci-
 entists we are obliged to offer more
 than our sympathy. It is here that
 Lommel's book leaves much to be de-
 sired, for he offers no hint of a solution
 to the problem or even a compromise.

 Lommel's insight into the relation-
 ship between art, myth, environment,
 world view, and tradition is to be com-
 mended. He demonstrates an under-
 standing of the process of creativity
 and artistic expression unmatched in
 the ethnographic literature, and his
 long and detailed accounts of his expe-
 riences among the native Australians
 communicate this understanding
 clearly.

 The problem discussed here is not
 unique to Australia, but is common
 to all developing nations. Lommel sug-
 gests that Australia is an ideal situation
 for study because the Aborigine prob-
 lem is so small in scale as to eliminate
 many outside influences dependent
 upon greater economic and political
 importance. But to my mind it is for
 precisely this reason that the analysis
 should be carried beyond Australia, for
 if it is to contribute to our understand-
 ing of acculturation and moderniza-
 tion it must be applicable to other
 cultures as well. While Lommel has
 given us a good start in analyzing the
 effects of culture contact upon "primi-
 tive" world view, he has left off where
 I would most like to see this type of
 study begin.

 by STEPHEN FUCHS
 Bombay, India. 20 iii 73

 In the initial chapter of his book, the
 author makes an impassioned plea for
 a more psychological approach to de-
 veloping peoples. In his opinion, the
 offer of mere economic improvement
 and technical knowledge is insufficient
 and often positively harmful. This
 standpoint is certainly justified.

 While in full agreement with the
 author's main thesis, I find some pre-
 suppositions of his more difficult to
 accept:

 1. His claim that the fate of the
 Australian Aborigines is symptomatic
 of primitive tribes all over the world
 in their encounter with modern civili-
 sation can hardly be sustained. The
 situation in Australia is peculiar, even
 unique. Australia is the only continent
 in which the original inhabitants never
 advanced beyond the hunting and col-
 lecting stage of culture. In all other
 continents, hunting cultures exist side
 by side with more or less advanced,
 though still primitive, agrarian cul-
 tures which form intermediate steps
 and stages in the development towards
 modern civilisation. In Australia, on
 the other hand, the gap between the
 hunting aboriginals and the European
 settlers was from the beginning too
 great ever to be bridged.

 2. The author's presentation of
 Australian Aboriginal culture is mis-
 leading in that he does not mention
 that their world-outlook is based on
 false premises. It is unrealistic. The
 world is not full of spirits and ghosts,
 nor do women need the intervention
 of spirits to become pregnant. Fertility
 cults are not indispensable for rain to
 fall and things to grow. Black magic
 and witchcraft are not really effective.
 It is obvious that the Aborigines have
 failed to master their situation exactly
 because they have built up for them-
 selves a world of fantasy and make-
 believe. It may have provided them
 with an ideological foundation for
 their cultural life, but it is also respon-
 sible for the cultural stagnation which
 had set in long before the arrival of
 the Europeans. We may sympathise
 with the Aborigines for the rude shat-
 tering of their values and beliefs, but
 ultimately it is a blessing in disguise:
 their dream-world is giving way to
 reality.

 3. The author's prognosis that the
 tribals in Australia are doomed to racial
 and cultural extinction is too pessimis-
 tic. Though the ultimate aim of the
 Australian government is-perhaps
 wrongly-the complete assimilation of
 the tribals, at least for the time being
 the government has reserved for them
 certain areas (Arnhem Land, for in-
 stance) where they are protected
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 Lommel: FORTSCHRITl- INS NICHTS against undue interference. Those
 tribal groups which are keen on pre-
 serving their original culture have a
 chance to do so. It has yet to be seen
 whether the influence of modern civi-
 lisation is so overpowering that the
 Australian Aboriginal culture will be
 completely wiped out. There are
 experts who believe that elements of
 the culture and religion will survive
 (e.g., Kolig 1971, Simpson 1967).

 The author takes a rather masochis-
 tic delight in blaming Western civilisa-
 tion for all the evils in Australian
 Aboriginal life. No doubt the immi-
 grants from Europe were guilty of
 many atrocities, but they too were very
 largely victims of their age, rampant
 with social injustice and economic ex-
 ploitation. Still, the book is a timely,
 forceful, though rather exaggerated
 warning to "civilised" Australians not
 to allow their "aboriginal" countrymen
 to "progress into Zero."

 by JAN JELINEK

 Brno, Czechoslovakia. 18 xii 72

 Lommel's book is an interesting con-
 tribution to our knowledge of hunting
 peoples and their contact with Euro-
 pean technical civilisation. The culture
 of the Aborigines illustrates particu-
 larly clearly all the consequences of this
 contact because it stands at the opposite
 end of the spectrum of variability of
 present cultures from 20th-century
 technology.

 The tendency of Aborigines not to
 distinguish clearly between real and
 unreal events is well described. Vague
 boundaries between reality and unreal-
 ity exist in other hunting populations.
 but are here most striking. I do not,
 however, believe Australian culture to
 be qualitatively distinct as Lommel
 suggests. In Europe we have only ar-
 chaeological remains of hunting cul-
 tures, but they demonstrate that the
 relation between the real and the
 unreal was very similar to that of the
 most ancient surviving hunting cul-
 tures. We also find notions and phe-
 nomena in Aboriginal psychology and
 culture analogous to those of ancient
 Europe. Man was for more than 90%
 of his existence a hunter and gatherer.
 The last 5,000 years, since man discov-
 ered agriculture, are a chronologically
 negligible and almost irrelevant frag-
 ment of human existence. From this
 fact alone, it follows that the hunting
 and gathering stage had to fulfill all
 the preconditions for the subsequent
 development of European culture. It
 is impossible to separate the two. The
 remaining cultural development did
 not, in the hunting communities, pro-
 ceed either at the same tempo or in
 the same way. Thus the technique of

 polishing stones was discovered in
 Australia as early as 19,000-21,000
 years ago, when it was on the whole
 still unknown in Europe. Similarly, we
 know of cremations in Australia from
 about 25,000 years ago.

 Rock paintings of the so-called ele-
 gant style are widely distributed
 throughout North Australia and ac-
 respond to the archaeological "com-
 respond to the archeological "com-
 plex" known as the Pirri Culture. It
 is mere speculation to speak of extra-
 Australian origins. The same is true
 of the rock paintings Lommel consid-
 ers. He himself is right in mentioning
 a range of paintings linking the so-
 called elegant figures and the Wond-
 jina style. I agree with Lommel that
 the view that the elegant style first came
 to the north of the Australian continent
 but was not here "absorbed" seems to
 be unfounded. Further study shows
 a development of this style in the more
 recent spear-throwing figures and the
 threadlike paintings of static an-
 thropomorphic figures, all insepa-
 rable parts of North Australian rock
 art. The Aboriginal conception of their
 own prehistory as the work of spirits,
 also found in European prehistory, is
 no proof of extra-Australian origins.

 In his analysis of the future of the
 Aborigines and coloured ethnic groups
 the world over, the author stresses the
 independence of economics of the as-
 similation of the Australian culture,
 arguing that Aboriginal culture is
 perishing for purely psychic reasons.
 This view overlooks the historical con-
 tinuity of contact-the hunting of Ab-
 origines by white settlers and the su-
 premacy of European guns and all
 technical products, awareness of which
 often affected the behaviour of the
 Aborigines even when they still knew
 of Europeans only by rumour. It is
 impossible to separate the material
 effect from the psychic. It is incorrect
 to say that without the medicine-man
 Aboriginal society is decaying. The
 reason for the decay is material, un-
 dermining the economic basis of the
 community and resulting in the loss
 of the original social structure and
 beliefs and with them the function of
 the medicine-man. Lommel reverses
 cause and effect. His assertion (p. 184)
 that the influence of civilisation on the
 primitive culture of northwest Austra-
 lia begins in the psychic field has not
 been proven either by him or by any
 other researcher. Through such rea-
 soning, one can conclude that psychic
 isolation springs from the old econom-
 ic, political, and social insularity. The
 correct view is that after the under-
 mining of traditional structures and

 notions (with the help of economic
 supremacy) a nationalistic conscious-
 ness and the beginnings of a political
 system can arise.

 Lommel understands proletarisa-
 tion as "the release of man from the
 current economic system or social
 structure and from the spiritual tradi-
 tion." It is certainly necessary to add
 "in the context of a highly developed
 capitalist society." Proletarisation is in
 fact the consequence of economic ex-
 ploitation, which produces social
 disruption and undermines spiritual
 traditions. It is not, as Lommel writes
 (p. 195), a precondition of industri-
 alisation, but its consequence in capi-
 talist society. During the industrial
 modernisation of any ethnic group, its
 spiritual tradition eventually becomes
 mere commemorative folklore. Proofs
 of this are given us by the industri-
 alisation of, for example, Japan, China,
 and Soviet Siberia. Lommel's statement
 (p. 197) that "changes in economic
 relations, introduced into some sort of
 population from outside, demand also
 new social relations, and a new world
 outlook" is true, but it contradicts what
 has been said on preceding pages of
 his book, that it is the new world
 outlook which requires new economic
 and social norms. I do not know of
 any such situation either in the Third
 World or in history.

 The conclusion denies even the pos-
 sibility of further development of soci-
 ety. The development of society,
 however, progresses regardless, with
 new material discoveries and their
 consequences, with social change and
 a new world outlook, both in the areas
 of traditional European civilisation,
 suffering for the time being from the
 lack of a unifying moral outlook, and
 in the Third World.

 by V. R. KABO
 Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 19 vi 72

 Lommel's book is an outstanding phe-
 nomenon in contemporary ethnologi-
 cal literature. Its significance goes far
 beyond traditional ethnology because
 it recasts ethnology into philosophical
 argument about important present-
 day problems, first and foremost the
 fate of the small peoples. The author
 does not believe in progress, for he
 sees it as entailing the destruction of
 the traditional system of spiritual val-
 ues of the small peoples; he calls this
 "progress into nothingness." It is cus-
 tomary to examine progress only in
 its material aspect. The social and spir-
 itual aspects of the problem are no
 less important. Progress in these
 realms, as in the material realm, is not
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 a matter of faith, but an objective fact.
 Objective criteria exist for its evalua-
 tion. But the last word has not yet been
 said here. Old ideas and values are
 being replaced by new ones, not only
 among the backward peoples, but ev-
 erywhere in the present-day world.
 The situation of the former backward
 peoples of Russia under the new social
 conditions shows that the gloomy
 prospect Lommel saw in Australia is
 not universal, but arises from the social
 conditions under which the Aborigines
 live. Further, their future is not really
 hopeless; new social ideas are mobiliz-
 ing them for the struggle for a decent
 existence in the contemporary world.
 The Aborigines are not alone in this
 struggle; they are supported by wide
 circles of Australian society.

 Another problem that runs through
 Lommel's book is the problem of cul-
 tural typology, of primitive culture. At
 its center is the figure of the visionary,
 the possessed one, the poet, the sha-
 man. The author rightfully attempts
 to sketch the outstanding features of
 the personality of the shaman as rep-
 resentative of a widespread sociopsy-
 chological type. Under Lommel's pen,
 shamanism becomes a universal phe-
 nomenon. The journey of the poet's
 soul into the world of the spirits recalls
 the behavior of the shaman in a state
 of trance. Their typological similarity
 is striking. The syncretism of primitive
 consciousness is embodied through the
 creative act in word and ritual. The
 chapter "The Theater of the Stone
 Age" is one of the most interesting
 ones in the book, but of course it is
 not simply the theater that is spoken
 about here. Here before us is the
 mythological history of the world itself.
 The picture of the spread of a new
 cult is also very interesting.

 The culture of a people has its own
 unique nature, its own Geist or pattern.
 Through a combination of scholarly
 and artistic penetration into the ma-
 terial, Lommel has succeeded in bring-
 ing to the reader the unique nature
 of Aboriginal culture. While this cul-
 ture is unique, it is at the same time
 typical; it affords an opportunity to
 delve into the culture and social rela-
 tions of early man. However, this op-
 portunity can be realized only on the
 basis of special methodological princi-
 ples.

 Lommel's book stands on the
 boundary between a scholarly mono-
 graph and an artistic memoir. It is
 saturated with living impressions; live
 people, not schemes, move on its pages.
 The author is a humanist and a poet.
 Because of all this, the book will find
 its way to a broad readership. Last but
 no least, the book is illustrated with
 beautiful reproductions of Australian

 cave drawings executed by the talented
 artist Katharina Lommel.

 by VriTORIO MACONI
 Genoa, Italy. 10 I 73

 Lommel once believed, I think, in an
 assimilation of the Australian natives
 through their experiences at mission-
 ary stations and government posts. In
 this work, he argues that culture con-
 tact has been catastrophic for the tra-
 ditional culture and for the natives
 themselves; he thinks that the Aborigi-
 nes are incapable of adopting the
 Western culture models being imposed
 on them, because they are tied to a
 world view with no future, but only
 past and present as a repetition of a
 mythical past. The incompatibility be-
 tween traditional and modern views
 has created cultural gaps among the
 Aborigines, and Lommel tries to de-
 scribe and explain them. The weakness
 of his argument is that he studies the
 problem in terms of the psychic char-
 acteristics of the Aborigities. The social
 unit, he says, is a psychological phe-
 nomenon, and the medicine-man's role
 is based on psychic grounds, as he is
 a determinant element of social cohe-
 sion and its propelling centre. Apart
 from a strong objection to this last
 statement, I have a suspicion that
 Lommel ascribes to the Aborigines not
 only a participationist mentality, but
 a mentality that makes them unable
 to distinguish between the mythical
 and mystical reality of the "dream" and
 empirical reality. It is beyond doubt
 that the "dream time," with all its
 techniques, institutions, behaviour
 rules, and rituals, is the standard of
 truth for the Aborigines; nevertheless,
 we must grant credit to Berndt
 (1950:233) when he says that the Aus-
 tralians

 make a definite distinction between dream
 and waking life. Both spheres are real in
 their own right, but each has a different
 kind of reality. The two overlap only in
 relation to sorcery, to the initiation and
 experiences of native doctors. Knowledge
 of the local native languages, together with
 the collection of texts relating to everyday
 life, to mythology and to dream life, should
 clarify this point.

 In my opinion, Lommel does not
 sufficiently recognise the facts of cul-
 ture contact. The incompatibility be-
 tween traditional and modern mental-
 ity is based on the fact that the Aborig-
 ines both dread and scorn the Whites.
 On the other hand, sexual intercourse
 between Aborigines and Whites is for-
 bidden: should it happen, only the
 Aborigine is subject to the law. In fact,
 Aborigines side with Whites only for
 certain material advantages. Introduc-
 ing sedentary life to these hunters

 means compelling tribes to coexist in
 such a small area that they are unable
 to maintain their identities and depriv-
 ing those who remain in their tribal
 territory of the possibility of surviving
 as a tribal group. Assimilation may
 appear the only way to physical surviv-
 al, but for the Aborigines it involves
 a complete denial of an autonomous
 cultural identity.

 The Aborigines have been unable
 to create a new outlook on the world
 because it has been impossible for them
 to organise socially and politically apart
 from their traditional organisation
 (and not only because of a psyche that
 incapacitates them for any new life
 experience). Therefore they have only
 been able to seek refuge in the past.
 This is demonstrated by the fact that
 no real syncretistic cults derived from
 contacts with the Whites have arisen,
 but only revivals of traditional cults
 as protection against the Whites, of
 which the Kurangara cult mentioned
 by Lommel is an example. Even though
 this cult is widespread, it never gives
 rise to new cohesion either for the
 tribes themselves or for people of dif-
 ferent tribes living together in mis-
 sionary stations and the like, and it
 never assumes the character of revolt
 against the Whites.

 Every sociocultural self-identifica-
 tion involves a personal responsibility:
 among the Aborigines this was ex-
 pressed in the organisation of the
 horde in the tribal context. The con-
 tacts with the Whites were a heavy
 attack on the horde and the tribe. The
 Whites assumed that the only possibil-
 ity was to invite the Aborigines into
 residential centres, more or less stable
 in their structure and organisation,
 convinced that even for the Aborigines
 this represented a desirable solution.
 In this situation, proletarisation was a
 matter of course. The Aborigines fol-
 low European ways of life, but on
 Sundays they leave clothes, houses,
 etc., behind and go far away, giving
 themselves up completely to their so-
 cial and cultural traditions. Neverthe-
 less, recovery of their cultural authen-
 ticity is but a bitter illusion, because
 they have been changed from "indige-
 nous" to "indigent" people. Even the
 attempts at creating co-operative so-
 cieties controlled by the Aborigines,
 such as that of Pindan at Port Hedland
 in Western Australia, have miserably
 failed.

 Mixed-blood Aborigines are no so-
 lution: in spite of their large number,
 they lack prestige among the full-blood
 natives. Nor can the full assimilation
 achieved by some natives offer hope
 for the future: assimilated people can-
 not assume important roles in tradi-
 tional communities or in those under
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 Lommel: FORTSCHRITT INS NICHTS transformation. Only people with ex-
 traordinary skill against the world of
 the Whites (for example, people who
 have escaped the police, thus showing
 that they have supernatural power)
 may rise to leading roles.

 Through contact, the Aborigines
 have received more goods than they
 ever had under traditional conditions,
 but have suffered a pitiable impover-
 ishment on the psychological, social,
 and spiritual level. Lommel seeks to
 show the real basis of this psychological
 emptiness and deculturation, but his
 arguments, exclusively bound to a psy-
 chic element, are abstract and not very
 well connected with the Aborigines'
 experience.

 by FREDERICK ROSE
 Berlin, Germany. 9 xi 72

 On the back dust-cover, we learn that
 the author "is a member of several
 learned societies. He does not teach
 and is not attached to any university.
 He is not a member of any political
 party or any authoritative body. He
 bears no titles, distinctions or decora-
 tions." The image is of a self-effacing,
 apolitical scientist. Yet the blurb at the
 front says that the book deals with
 Australia as a case study of the prole-
 tarianisation of the Third World-
 political dynamite!

 This contradiction permeates the
 book itself. The first and the last two
 chapters-34 pages-have direct polit-
 ical relevance, while the middle 154
 pages cover Lommel's research. There
 is scientifically nothing here not al-
 ready published (Lommel 1949, 1950;
 Petri 1950; Berndt 1950; Rose
 1965:118). What is new to most readers
 (Strehlow 1970) is Lommel the astute
 politician. But Lommel has long
 campaigned to hitch anthropological
 studies to the German Federal Repub-
 lic's neo-colonialist bandwagon (Lom-
 mel 1963). Fortschritt ins Nichts is a
 synthesis of the two Lommels.

 By clear if indirect references to the
 theories of "the industrial society" (p.
 9) and the "north/south conflict" (p.
 17), he aligns himself with the anti-so-
 cialist, anti-Soviet Establishment of
 West Germany. The book ends with
 his doubting whether Marxism can
 interpret the processes he has de-
 scribed (pp. 196-97). Lommel's political
 overtures found immediate resonance
 in a positive three-page review in Der
 Spiegel, a political journal of the U.S.
 Time's format and circulation.

 The book, like its title, is extraor-
 dinarily pessimistic. The Aborigines,
 by proletarianisation-his terminology
 can be disputed-become "helpless in
 a white world" (p. 18), "without tradi-
 tion" (p. 11) and beset "with an inferi-

 ority complex" (p. 186). Lommel con-
 descends in treating the Aborigines as
 objects and not as active subjects in
 the historical process. Has he not heard
 of the Australia-wide struggle of the
 Aborigines for land and the right to
 develop their own culture, epitomised
 by the events at Wattie Creek since
 1966? If this postdates his manuscript,
 has he not heard of the Aborigines'
 strike in Northwest Australia on May
 1, 1946, which led to an Aboriginal
 cooperative still viable today? Or does
 Lommel choose to close his eyes be-
 cause the Aborigines have found their
 natural allies in the white working
 class-the Australian proletariat?

 He repeats the myth that one psy-
 chological result of contact with (West-
 ern) civilisation is to render the Ab-
 origines sterile (p. 189). True, in 1938
 the Ungarinyin and Worora were
 dying out. The real reason was that
 at least 50% were syphilitic and one
 in eighteer were lepers. But today,
 with the introduction of antibiotics and
 other drugs during and after the
 war-indirectly but intentionally to
 protect the white population (Rose
 1971:355-56)-population explosions
 are taking place.

 The alternative to Lommel's neo-
 colonialist "industrialisation" / prole-
 tarianisation" is the consistent national
 and minority policy carried out over
 50 years in the Union of Soviet Socialist
 Republics, the world's second industri-
 al power-pace the "industrial society"
 ideologists! Here, despite difficulties
 and errors and despite distortion and
 slander, we have an intrinsically opti-
 mistic picture of moral and economic
 strength. An example nearer home is
 Vietnam, which practises a nationality
 policy similar to that of the Soviet
 Union. This small country, optimistic
 in its united moral strength, has effec-
 tively stopped in their tracks the fight-
 ing forces of the United States, the
 world's leading industrialised power.

 It may be surprising to some CA
 readers that I have offered such a
 scientific-political review of Lommel's
 book. But Fortschritt ins Nichts is essen-
 tially a political book, with little if
 anything new to offer scientifically. It
 is quite proper for Lommel to have
 written such a book, but the editor of
 CA might well ponder whether the
 columns of CA are appropriate for
 reviews of books of this nature.

 by T. G. H. STREHLOW
 Adelaide, Australia. 18 viii 72

 In his earlier writings on the Ungarin-
 yin, the Worora, and the Unambal of
 the Kimberley region of Western Aus-

 tralia (1949, 1950, 1952, 1959), Lom-
 mel set down the scientific information
 on which this book is based, evaluated
 aboriginal Australian culture as a criti-
 cal ethnologist, and discussed the
 aboriginals in impersonal sociological
 terms as members of a dying social
 order. Fortschritt ins Nichts reveals a
 new Lommel-a clear-sighted and hu-
 manitarian European capable of emo-
 tional response to the aesthetic
 properties of aboriginal art forms who
 describes, often in beautifully sensitive
 language, the plight of a dark people
 whose social order, economic activities,
 culture, beliefs, and languages he
 found in the near-final stages of col-
 lapse.

 The different style symbolizes a
 completely new approach. From 1788,
 when the first Europeans arrived in
 Australia, till recent years, the settlers
 regarded the original black inhabitants
 as inferior to themselves in physique,
 culture, language, and technology.
 Every section of the new white popula-
 tion-landowners, politicians, mission-
 aries, administrators, technologists,
 and well-meaning reformers-assert-
 ed with almost religious dogmatism the
 belief that the black folk had to be
 changed into black-skinned white Aus-
 tralians to fit them for survival in the
 modern world. The attempts at
 change-called at various times
 Europeanization, Christianization, and
 assimilation-were, however, never
 very successful. The result, as clearly
 pictured by Lommel, was a society
 deprived of its culture, its members
 destined to become a "coloured prole-
 tariat" in a Pacific outpost of Western
 European culture.

 In Lommel's view, the greatest
 problem of social change is essentially
 an emotional one: mere materialistic
 technological progress unaccom-
 panied by a deeply humanizing ideol-
 ogy cannot fill the emotional and spir-
 itual void left by the total loss of a
 culture. All this is excellently argued.
 Lommel is aware that social change
 and technological progress cannot be
 arrested either in Australia or in the
 countries forming the so-called under-
 developed Third World which in-
 cludes by far the greater part of the
 human race. Young aboriginal Austra-
 lians do not want to "return to the
 bush" any more than do the modern
 New Guineans or the rest of the co-
 loured peoples.

 Similar problems facing the white
 nations are indicated by their growing
 concern about atmospheric and water
 pollution and about nuclear and bio-
 logical warfare. Again, no modern sys-
 tem of philosophy has yet been evolved
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 which is worthy of being called a Wel-
 tanschauung-a scientifically valid view
 of the universe capable of giving ratio-
 nal meaning to the Western "civilized"
 way of life.

 Deeply pessimistic, Lommel believes
 in the ultimate disappearance of all
 aboriginal Australian languages,
 norms, social institutions, and reli-
 gious beliefs. Against this must be set
 the fact that the younger aboriginal
 and part-aboriginal Australians-with
 growing white Australian support-
 are increasingly resisting this threat-
 ened final absorption into white so-
 ciety, demanding special land rights,
 and searching for a new identity.
 Aboriginal culture does not lack ideals
 that could have validity in modern
 conditions, among them the principles
 of cooperation, not subordination; dif-
 ferentiation without inequality; toler-
 ance for the customs of neighbours;
 and respect for the hunting grounds
 of other tribes.

 An optimist would not exclude the
 possibility that non-white men of the
 future might yet evolve ideals capable
 of carrying forward civilization beyond
 the point which many fear to be the
 end of the road for Western civiliza-
 tion.

 by RoY WAGNER

 Evanston, Ill., U.S.A. 11 xii 72

 Perhaps because it has never wanted
 to be wise, but only clever, learned,
 precise, parsimonious, or rational, an-
 thropology has seldom achieved wis-
 dom. It has gained its insights largely
 by exploiting the ideologies and reali-

 ties of a secular civilization, its rational-
 ism, utilitarianism, and social deter-
 minism, translating unfamiliar life-
 styles into "science" so that scientists
 could understand them or into func-
 tions and processes to aid the compre-
 hension of a people that habitually
 fools with gadgets. Because these in-
 sights fail to include the insights of
 the subjects in their own formulation,
 tremendous "ethical" problems are
 generated.

 But Fortschritt ins Nichts is a wise
 book, and it bespeaks an anthro-
 pological perspective broad enough to
 include theoretical, ethical, descriptive,
 and introspective concerns within a
 single formulation. This requires a
 deeper and more comprehensive
 theory of cultural phenomena than
 usual and an appreciation of the reali-
 ties of the people themselves. The
 former is certainly there, sometimes
 rather ambiguous, otherwise very ex-
 plicit in statements that recall the
 (largely forgotten or misunderstood)
 ideas of Oswald Spengler. And Lom-
 mel's attention to the necessity to see
 the people in their own focus gives
 his discussion a force that is missing
 in writings on the Aborigines from
 Spencer and Gillen onward. The reali-
 ty of these people is a "religious" one;
 it is, to use the somewhat impoverished
 language of modern anthropology, a
 "symbolic" reality, a total means of
 experiencing (and hence creating) the
 world, a world in itself.

 Lommel continually invokes a dis-
 tinctive "psychic structure" or "psychic
 reality" to characterize this mode of
 experience. Since analogous phenom-
 ena crop up repeatedly and have been
 glossed in a variety of ways, we might

 conclude that choice of words makes
 little difference. Yet relegating what
 are essentially the central human ex-
 periences to a "psychic" realm grants
 them a seemingly unwarranted
 independence of the symbolic forms-
 the iconic images, metaphoric, choreo-
 graphic, pictorial-through which ex-
 periences, however personal or pri-
 vate, must be mediated. And since
 Lommel's ethnographic interest cen-
 tered on the rock paintings the inter-
 play between "psychic" concept and
 representational form might be worth
 his further consideration.

 The core problem of the book, pur-
 sued with a forthright disregard for
 the fantasy-world of "ethnographic
 present," is that of a kind of ethno-
 cide-the murder of a people, of
 "man" in the most essential sense-that
 is beyond any appeal or reprieve. The
 clash of "realities" here is no mere
 academic exercise or translational
 error; the Western "interpretation" of
 things has been enforced as the context
 of everyday life among the peoples of
 northwestern Australia, against which
 the traditional spiritual life can only
 impinge as a self-conscious escapism
 or pose of vainglory. This problem
 emerges as a universal one; Lommel's
 assertion that "only soul-less intellec-
 tuals" can inhabit the modern worlds
 of the urban West is only partially
 belied by a "second religiosity" of cul-
 tists clamoring for a return to "be-
 lief"-or its external accompani-
 ments-at any price. The crisis de-
 mands insight and sympathy of the sort
 that Lommel has shown in this book,
 and the atrocities it leaves in its wake
 are as ghastly as any nihilistic excesses
 of modern warfare.

 Reply

 by ANDREAS LOMMEL
 Munich, Germany. 12 iii 73

 I realize that my book is a very contro-
 versial one, so I am very grateful to
 my reviewers; I could not expect so
 much understanding. My reviewers
 rightly see my outlook as pessimistic.
 Of course, life will go on, but to view

 future developments with pessimism
 may turn out to be realism.

 It is true that I should have made
 more careful distinctions. Trying to
 paint a vivid and impressive picture,
 I drew general conclusions that can
 certainly not be applied everywhere.
 Modern developments in Australia, in
 New Guinea, in Siberia differ, but all
 illustrate the difficulty of the problem
 of the confrontation of material

 progress with loss of traditional culture
 and mental stability.

 My book appeared in 1969. Mean-
 while, all the problems of the "envi-
 ronment" have come out into the open,
 and the optimism of never-ending
 progress is gone. Now we can discuss
 the limits of growth, and these limits
 are already visible. With systems analy-
 sis as a new tool, mankind is trying
 to find an appropriate attitude.
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 Personal Opportunities

 POSITION WANTED

 a Illustrator, B.A. in anthropology and
 art. Experienced in archaeological and
 anthropological material (e.g., ink
 drawings of lithics, pottery, bone, pre-
 Columbian glyphs, stone carvings,
 pottery designs and profiles, architec-
 ture, site plans, charts, and maps).
 Published works appear in volumes 1
 and 2 of Prehistory of Nubia, by Fred
 Wendorf (Dallas: Fort Burgwin Re-
 search Center and Southern Methodist
 University Press, 1968) and in Archae-
 ology of Meso-America, by Muriel Porter
 Weaver (New York: Seminar Press,
 1972). References and portfolio on
 request; will travel if expenses are
 covered. Write: Mary Beth Stokes, #5,
 2516 17 St. S.W., Calgary, Alberta
 T2T 4M8, Canada.
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 Free Materials

 a Reprints of our list of published
 portraits of anthropologists and
 workers in allied fields (CA 14:83-101 )
 may be obtained from Margaret
 Kenna, Department of Sociology and
 Anthropology, University College,

 Singleton Park, Swansea SA2 8PP,
 U.K., or from John C. Kenna, Depart-
 ment of Psychiatry, Gaskell House,
 Swinton Grove, Manchester M 13
 OEU, U.K.
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 Wanted

 * For a multidisciplinary bibliography
 covering the literature from 1866 to
 1972, information on works on the
 Yugoslav family, especially those by
 non-Yugoslav authors. Copies of the
 preliminary version of the bibliog-
 raphy will be sent to interested parties
 on request. The final version will be
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 published as a special issue of Sociolo-
 gija (Beograd). Write: Olivera Buric,
 Institute of Social Policy, Krfska 7,
 Beograd, Yugoslavia.

 * For the new journal Studies on Euro-
 pean Society, manuscripts of interest to
 cultural anthropologists on various
 topics in European ethnology, book
 reviews, and information on current
 or planned research and on depart-
 mental programs in European studies.
 Write: John Friedl, Editor, c/o
 Department of Anthropology, Ohio
 State University, Columbus, Ohio
 43210, U.S.A.

 * Academics as paying guests in a
 16th-century Augustinian monastery
 in the process of restoration, 40 miles
 from Siena and 10 miles from the sea.
 Proximity to the southern Tuscan
 Etruscan sites should interest many
 scholars. For information, write: Rob-
 ert Brain, I1 Convento, Batignano,
 Provincia di Grosseto, 58041 Italy.
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